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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we find the complete solution of some  kinds of  linear third order partial differential equations of  variable 
coefficients with three independent variables which have the general form 
,0   Z  Z     






Where A,B,…,T are variable coefficients . By use the  some assumptions will transform the above equation  to the 
nonlinear second order ordinary differential equations 
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INTRODUCTION 
The differential equations are very importance  in the plenty of the fields of the science as  Physics,  Chemistry and  other  
sciences, therefore plenty of the scientists are studied  this subject. Hani [6], and by  the assumed  






),,( found the solution to the linear second order partial differential equations with 




















Where A,B,C,…,I and J  are arbitrary constants . 
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found the solution to the linear second order partial differential equations with coefficients variable and of  











y)ZA(x,  ZyxF    
Where  some of  A(x,y),B(x,y),C(x,y),D(x,y) ,E(x,y) and F(x,y) are  functions of  x  or  y or both  x and y .  
Dzurina , Thandapani and Tamilvanan [ 5 ], studied the oscillation of solutions to the third-order neutral differential 
equations  
0))(()())]))(()()(([ )(  txtqtxtptxta aa  
Sufficient conditions are established so that every solution is either oscillatory or converges to zero. 
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Ketap [8],studied the linear third order partial differential equations, with constant coefficients which have the form 
,0   Z Z       ZJyZIxHxyGyyZFxxZExyyZDxxyZCyyyZBxxxZA 




 )(   )(
e ),(   to find the 
complete solution of it. 
Liu, Ume, Anderson and Kang [9], studied singular nonlinear third-order differential equation 
Ademola , Ogundiran , Arawomo and Adesina [1], studied boundedness of solutions of the third nonlinear differential 
equation 
 or its equivalent system of differential equations 
  
 where   
 
 
Clarkson , Mansfield and Priestley [3], studies symmetry reductions of a class of nonlinear third-order partial differential 
equations 
  
        
This paper is devoted to solve the linear third order partial differential equations  with three independent variables of the 
general form 
,0   Z  Z     






where A , B ,… , T   are variable coefficients. 






















































The Complete Solution of linear Third Order partial Differential Equations  with Three 
independent variables 
My aim in this section is to solve the linear third order of partial differential equations, with three independent variables 
which have the general form  
,0   Z  Z     






where A , B ,… , T   are variable coefficients. 
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To give the complete solution to the above equation we need to consider many  kinds :  































Kind (3) : 



















A , A,AA  and  are real   constants. 


























Transforms to the form 




1  twxuAxuxuxuxAtwyvxuAyvtwtwtwtA 
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Where K ,c , 
21
  and    are arbitrary constants. 
Domain :    x >0 , - ∞ < y < ∞ ,  - ∞ < t < ∞  .  
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Where K ,c , 
21
  and    are arbitrary constants. 
Domain :    x >0 , - ∞ < y < ∞ ,  - ∞ < t < ∞   































Transforms to the form 





















 This equation can't separate the variables, so we suppose that 1)( tw , where 1

 is arbitrary constants , then         
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A  xuyvyvyvyyvxuxuxux  
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Now the equation(5), is  similar to equation (2), then the same method the solution of it is given by :     
0
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ln(2tan(f2f )v(get    we;  
4
3






















Then the complete solution of the equation (3), is given by :  
      e ),,(
get  we,   
4
3
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Where K ,c ,c1, 
21
 and   are arbitrary constants. 
  Domain :    x > 0 ,   y > 0  ,  - ∞ < t < ∞                  
get  we,       
4
3






























































Where K ,c ,c1, 
21
  and    are arbitrary constants. 
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 Where K ,c ,c1, 
21
  and    are arbitrary constants. 
  Domain :    x > 0 ,   y > 0  ,  - ∞ < t < ∞              
get  we,       
4
3







































































Where K ,c ,c1   and λ1 are arbitrary constants. 
  Domain :    x > 0 ,   y > 0  ,  - ∞ < t < ∞  
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A  xutwtwtwtxu  
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Then the complete solution of the equation (6), is given by :  
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Where K ,c , 
21
  and    are arbitrary constants. 



























































Where K ,c , 
21
  and    are arbitrary constants. 
Domain :   - ∞ < x< ∞  ,  - ∞ < y< ∞  ,   t > 0. 





















Transforms to the form 
(7)        0 )()(A )())()(2)((A)())(2)((A
321 
 yvxuxutwtwtwtyvxuxu   
This equation can't separate the variables, so we suppose that 1)( tw , where 1  is arbitrary constants , 






 yvxuxuyvxuxu           




















































This equation is  similar to Bernoulli equation [2], then the solution  of it is given by : 
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Where K , 
21
  and     are arbitrary constant.                                                                     
Domain :    - ∞ < x < ∞   ,  - ∞ < y < ∞  ,  - ∞ < t < ∞ .    
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